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Sensitile leads the pack in custom architectural
materials and was in search of a social media
presence to match. Artistic to its core, Sensitile’s
social presence needed to be based on gorgeous
content, curated carefully to an exclusive audience
of interior designers, architects, and artists.



Sensitile’s customers are part of a niche market of interior
designers, architects, artists, and others who have clients
of their own. Sales are driven by these 2nd-degree clients,
so each transaction is a time-limited unique occurrence
that comes with no promise for future purchases.

So, Sensitile had to be strategic. With the majority of their
customers existing at the top of the sales funnel, the
success of their social media content wasn’t measured by
the number of new followers, but rather by the
engagement of this niche audience. Social content needed
to showcase Sensitile’s product lines and customer
installations in an elegant way that also spoke to the larger
conversations in the architectural space. The goal was to
position Sensitile as the best fit for future projects.

The Real-World Challenge
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The Solution
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Our social content campaigns
were based on 2-week sprints
spanning a year. As each of
these 26 cycles came to a
close, we gathered the
analytics data from each sprint
and allowed these insights to
inform the next deployment of
content. In doing so, we were
able to act reactively and find
the best creative routes to
maximize ongoing audience
engagement. Consistent data
analysis also allowed us to
tailor our social spending to
posts that had already
performed well organically.

This data-driven approach
offered valuable insights into
which elements combined to
create top-performing social
posts. We learned that certain
visual elements resonate better
with this audience, including a
preference for wide shots over
close-ups. Timely and authentic
posts that highlight innovation
in the design of our living,
working and playing spaces
performed well, as did opinions
from experts, behind-the-
scenes shoots, and posts
featuring the work of outside
players in the space.

Strategy

Posts that highlighted
innovation performed well.
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The Sensitile brand is highly
artistic with a well-defined
design esthetic. To project this
image through social content,
we combined our data driven
insights with high fidelity photos
and videos to bring Sensitile’s
product lines to life and
showcase their use in various
client installation projects.

This storytelling approach
was augmented by the use of
hashtags, social handles, and
geolocation tags. We focused
our efforts on Facebook and
Instagram content because
these are both visually rich
platforms.

Design and
Creative Approach
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The success of our data-driven
approach to maximizing
Sensitile’s social engagement on
a sprint-by-sprint basis is evident
in the numbers. After one year,
this approach resulted in the
following results:

47%
increase in the average
organic reach of posts.

42%
increase in the total
reach of posts.

7x
more reactions
to posts.

79%
jump in 3-second
video views.

80%
leap in total video
minutes viewed.

50%
growth in average
audience size.

62%
increase the reach of
boosted social media posts.

Results
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https://www.instagram.com/sensitilesystems/
Instagram:

https://www.facebook.com/SensitileSystems/
Facebook:

Visit:



Thank you.


